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Introduction 

The advancement of Science and Technology are all 
driven by the need for making people’s lives more 
convenient. With the advent of wireless 
communication and Internet, it is now possible to 
wirelessly communicate with machines and view data 
via website interface [1]. Nowadays, monitoring tools 
have a fundamental importance by being essential 
for the maintenance and management of the 
organization’s information systems [2].  Monitoring 
applied in industries, power plants, and other 
companies make monitoring easier. By the use of this 
technology in industries where equipment are spread 
into and networked across a large area, there is a big 

possibility to enhance speed of response, reduce 
efforts on travel to several sites or control from a 
centralized location, therefore enhancing the scope 
of optimization.  

Mobile phones have been part of our lives for over a 
decade and we are coming across different varieties 
of it. Some are capable of rendering rich graphics 
and some are not. Mobile applications have swept 
across geographic boundaries, cultures and 
enterprises faster than any previous technology 
innovation [3]. Gartner, Inc. predicts that by 2014, 
90% of all corporations will support applications on 
personal devices [4]. 

Abstract 

With the advancement of technology, online transactions and the use of mobile phones are in need 
for making lives more convenient. The rapidly advancing mobile communications technology and 
decrease in cost make possible to incorporate it to monitoring and information system in hydro 
power plants for increase efficiency and reliability. This mobile application tool is aimed to support 
the hydro power plant personnel’s day-to-day decision and analysis especially when not on site. 
This allows them to constantly monitor power plant’s performance and status and answers the 
problems encountered when using mobile monitoring system through SMS. Moreover, it provides 
easy access in transmitting and receiving confidential reports with graphical representations of the 
data. A computer system for uploading the data at the transmitter side, an online database and a 
native iOS mobile application at the receiver’s side and an 128 AES data encryption is used to fully 
implement the system. The design of the mobile application’s data error detection is also 
considered to ensure accuracy on the data presented. The performance evaluation of the mobile 
application shows that the mobile application tool is more reliable compared to SMS in monitoring 
the power plant performance and generation of daily reports. Furthermore, the third party 
evaluation conducted at the power plant premises yielded positive results.  
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People use applications like GPS for tracking; verify 
flight details when they travel, check bank balances, 
and do bank transactions, reservations, shopping, 
pay bills, downloading, monitoring, and other dozens 
of activities using devices like tablets or smart 
phones. The demand of this kind of convenience has 
spilled over into the world of work as well and 
employees use these mobile devices to check email, 
participate in meetings, or monitor plant or 
industry’s status [5].    

Mobile phones have numerous applications in power 
plant settings. It allows access to their devices and it 
can yield information that improves plant reliability 
or efficiency [6]. In fact, there are several efforts 
examined that uses mobile applications for 
monitoring the power plants. A hydropower plant in 
Mindanao, the NPC-Pulangi 4 HEP (National Power 
Corporation-Pulangi 4 Hydroelectirc plant), applies 
mobile technology in monitoring the status of their 
generator units and dam elevation. Their system 
send SMS to selected personnel who are on or off-
duty to notify or update them about the generator 
unit’s status. It was intended for them to regularly 
update and monitor the power plant status that aids 
them in their decision-making even when they’re not 
on site. With their existing system, the power plant 
fell short in delivering complete and reliable reports 
to their personnel. The limitations of the system are 
known and improvement of the system in terms of 
reliability, security and data presentation should be 
done.  

This study focuses on the idea of how to establish a 
modern monitoring and information system for 
power plants by incorporating a mobile applications 
technology that can address the limitations of the 
existing NPC HEP Monitoring and Information 
System. This study provides convenience to the users 
and allows them to administer quick response in 
decision-making that will significantly improve the 
plant operation and maintenance activities. 

The system developed was only applied in NPC 
Pulangi-4 using the data they provided. The platform 
used was iOS and the database used was a pre-built 
online database for communications between the 
power plant and the user. The data here were read-
only. Users cannot edit or erase the information for 
authenticity purposes. Since, this system uses mobile 

phones and Internet, the availability of the service 
depends on the condition of the network providers. 

This study aims to develop a mobile application that 
can address the limitations of the existing NPC HEP 
Monitoring and Information System by designing a 
user-friendly mobile application that provides 
complete set of data power generation status, 
updates and reports, protects data from authorized 
users by choosing a reliable data storage and 
providing a user authentication for the mobile 
application. This system will provide a complete 
hourly status and daily reports with graphical 
representations, work shift schedules, maintenance 
schedules with auto-detection of unusual data or 
errors. 

Methods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure I: System Architecture 

The equipment and machines show readings of 
generated power of the power plant’s generator 
units, dam elevation, reactive power, frequency and 
temperature. Operators play a vital role in 
developing this system since the data were collected 
from their readings from the power plant’s machines 
and equipment. The operators read data encode 
them manually to a computer. A project’s excel 
worksheet template is created where the data from 
the power plant’s system are linked and data are 
automatically inputted and saved it as a CSV file. 

User Interface Design 

The user interface is where the user logs in, update 
and view data. This is a mobile application that can 
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be used by clients using their iOS mobile phones. A 
native mobile application was created for iOS. 
Originally, iOS platform has a software application 
that provides facilities for software development. To 
test the project an iOS mobile phone was used.  To 
deploy the Xcode application to your mobile phone, 
a special testing framework is added to the set of 
frameworks in xcode called XCTest framework. It is a 
new testing framework introduced with Xcode 5. 

Creating the Parse Backend and Data Setup 

This study utilized a pre-built backend database from 
Parse.com and it can be easily integrated using 
programming instructions and standards for 
accessing the web-based software application. One 
of the advantages of using a pre-built back-end 
database is the time saved in developing it.  

First, signing up an account in Parse is necessary 
before continuing with the creation of the database. 
A window will appear prompting the user to create 
an app.  Refer to figure II. 

 

Figure II: Creating a New App 

A Parse SDK (Software Development Kit) that 
contains these special frameworks, Parse and Bolts 
frameworks is installed and added to the developed 
mobile app. This will allow the app to connect to the 
parse cloud database. Each App has its own API keys 
application ID and client key that you apply to your 
SDK install [7]. The Parse SDK depends on other 
frameworks in iOS SDK. So, we will add the following 
libraries into the project: 

• AudioToolbox.framework 

• CFNetwork.framework 

• CoreGraphics.framework  

• CoreLocation.framework  

• libz.1.1.3.dylib 

• MobileCoreServices.framework  

• QuartzCore.framework 

• Security.framework 

• StoreKit.framework 

• SystemConfiguration.framework 

Before the app can connect to Parse, it was 
registered with the backend during launch by adding 
the Application ID and Client Key that we can get 
from Parse. After completing the configuration. It is 
now ready to connect to the Parse backend. Each 
data stored in Parse is built around PFObject, each 
object contains key-value pairs of JSON (JavaScript 
Object Notation) compatible data. 

All API (Application Program Interface) access is over 
HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). The API will 
allow the user to import, export and download the 
data from Parse DB. Parse has different APIs used for 
each platform. For iOS, the PFQuery, PFObject and 
kPFCachePolicyNetworkElseCache is used in creating 
this mobile application. The PFQuery is a class that 
defines a query that is used to query and return 
PFObjects. The PFObject, it is used to interact with 
the objects in your parse app. Each data in parse is 
assigned with individual ObjectId.  

Data Protection of Online Database 

A symmetric cipher using the 128-AES encryption 
algorithm is used to ensure safety of the encoded 
files. An application is created that will encrypt each 
cell in the CSV file before it will be uploaded to the 
database and the data will be decrypted in the 
mobile application. 

The mobile Application Development Tool 

The mobile phone provides a user interface for the 
user to make inquiries to the local database and 
receive relevant data. There are a total of 12 users for 
this mobile application and all of them will receive 
the same data from our database. Those mobile 
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phone users hourly receive the new and updated 
data from the server facility. One thing to be 
considered in developing this project is the mobile 
application development tool. This will aid 
developers in creating their mobile applications with 
ease. There are several tools for iOS available. For 
iOS we used XCode version 5.0.2 and Xcode 7, and 
iOS 6.1 and iOS 8.4 simulator. The simulator was 
used as a preliminary testing tool. This allowed the 
developer to test the app during the development 
process. It runs on the MAC pc while simulating an 
iPhone environment. 

Results and Discussion 

Monitoring Through Generated Status Reports 

The operators on-duty logs the data in their logsheet 
and later encodes the data in their excel database 
every 12MN. The data is verified or validated many 
times by the Superintendent and the Division 
Manager before signing and sending it for reporting. 
The validation process is done as mandated by the 
quality assurance management and ISO. The power 
plant has a computer monitoring system that is 
directly interfaced to the generator equipment 
saving time for the operator to read data for power 
generation directly to the equipment.  This computer 
system generates report for the hourly power plant 
generation readings. This system was used as a basis 
of comparison for the manually encoded reports and 
the computer system generated reports. As soon as 
they find the encoded reports true and correct. The 
reports will be ready so be sent to the MinGen Office 
in Iligan, PSALM and ready to be uploaded to the 
Parse database as well. 

Populating Data in the Database 

Daily reports that are saved in CSV format are 
imported to the database. The figure below shows 
the process of how the files are uploaded to the 
database.  As soon as you are in the Parse data 
browser, the operator will click import button as 
shown in figure III, and Parse DB will show a window 
that prompts the user to browse for the file to be 
uploaded. 

 

Figure III: Database browser using the import button 

However when uploading data to Parse, we make 
sure that the data format matched to that of the data 
format set in the database. In the case that the data 
format does not match a report log will be shown. 
Stating the row where the error can be found and 
the problem. Refer to the figure below (Figure IV). 

 

Figure IV: Format error during upload 

Another problem in data formatting during the 
manual input of data to the Parse db was 
encountered when the object test in the figure below 
(figure V) is a number format and the encoder enters 
a string. This field will not accept the string input.  

 

Figure V: Data Input Format Error 
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As soon as all daily reports and hourly data has been 
uploaded and encoded respectively, this (figure 6) is 
how the Parse data browser will look like. 

 

Figure VI: Populated data base data browser 

Mobile Application 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure VII: Mobile Application Window for daily reporting 

Figure VII shows the windows for daily reporting like 
the operational highlights, daily generation and the 
grid forecast vs. the dispatched load. By clicking each 
cell we will be directed to another page containing 
the dates of the reports and the another window for 
the reports with some graphical representations as 
shown in figure VIII. 

 

Figure VIII: Daily Reports with graphical representation 

The forecast report window as shown in figure IX 
also notifies the user when the system detects a data 
input, which is lower/higher than the normal power 
generated range. If the data detected is below 10MW 
or if it’s not within the normal range such as shown 
below where the input are letters, the font shown will 
be red. But if the cell is empty an alert will show. 
Under normal condition, the generated load of the 
power plant ranges from 10-35MW, 55-80MW. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure IX: Notification when data is not in normal range 

User Privacy and Data Protection 

The mobile application was also built with a login 
feature where the login window shows a textfield for 
the username and password. The login credentials 
are manually saved in the database. Therefore, not 
just any users can use the phone since this 
application doesn’t have a “Register A New User” 
feature that allows just any user to register and login 
to the application.  

Data encryption through the use of password is done 
for the excel template. The operator will never have a 
chance to edit the updated data in the excel 
template because it is designed ahead to be 
encrypted by a password. 

Another security feature applied in the data is the 
encryption of each data in the excel cell before it was 
uploaded to the database. An application for 
encryption is created to encrypt each cell in the excel 
file. 

Offline Access 
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Before the caching for offline access is implemented, 
everytime the user tries to launch, the loading screen 
appears trying to download the data from the 
backend. However, during no network access, the 
user tries to run the app again and it returns an 
offline error message.  

The situation is handled by implementing a caching. 
Parse query has a built in support for caching that 
makes it easier to save queried data on disk. In case 
that there is no network access, the app can load the 
data on cache. 

Evaluation 

Reliability of data is an important part of this project. 
Through mobile application, users are able to see 
complete set of hourly updated monitoring status 
and daily reports. The application will also provide 
users true and consistent reports.  

A test was conducted to prove its reliability. The 
logbook contents for five days and the database 
content of the same dates were compared to see the 
consistency of data or to prove that what the 
operators input in the PC are the same as that in the 
logbook. 

 

During evaluation, users are worried if the larger the 
data they received the smaller their phone memory 
will become. First, when installing the application the 
only size it consumed is the size of the mobile 
application, which is only 18.4 MB. However, the 
more cached data the more its size become larger. 
The table below shows some test conducted where 
Entry column shows the number of times entry of 
data is conducted where each entry contains a 22-
day report and the Size column is the size of the app 
becomes per entry. 

 

Table -2: Data Entry with corresponding application size 

As seen in the test result, the size increase is 
negligible. However, it is still advisable to set cache 
expiry to maintain the size of the mobile application. 

The project was evaluated according to its 
functionality, usability and reliability and will be rated 
from 1 to 5 being 5 as the highest or strongly agree, 
4 agree, 3 fair, 2 disagree and 1 as strongly disagree. 

A system functionality test was also conducted. 
Selected IT experts evaluated the mobile 
application’s technical aspects. There are 3 experts in 
the field of IT evaluated the system. A guided 
response system of evaluation was also conducted to 
test its reliability. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this study, the mobile application for the 
monitoring and report system of NPC Hydroelectric 
Plant has been successfully developed. By 
implementing a mobile application as a report and 
monitoring tool, users can have easy access to a 
complete performance and generation reports daily. 
Based on the findings and assessment of this project, 
it is concluded that mobile applications are more 
reliable compared to SMS in monitoring the power 
plant performance, and reading generation reports 
since one of its daily report specifically the daily 
forecast report has the capability to validate correct 
data input from the database.  

Further, data will be more confidential this time since 
the mobile application is created with a user 
authentication where the non-employees cannot 
have any access on it. The database is carefully 
chosen to ensure data safety in the cloud. The 
database has class-level permissions that set 
restrictions to users in accessing the database. 

Users can have complete access to data or reports 
through mobile application compared to SMS that 
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only shows limited data. Through complete data, 
users can have quick response in decision-making 
even when they’re not on site. The contents found in 
mobile application are also more organized and 
understandable by the users and more detailed 
information is shown since it addressed the problems 
of SMS monitoring by showing updated status 
hourly.  

The company’s personnel require these tools to 
support their strategic day-to-day decisions, which 
address challenges that occurred during the power 
generation and result in right maintenance actions. 
This system also significantly improves plant 
operation and maintenance activities by providing 
continuous condition monitoring to avoid downtime 
and improve performance. 

Mover-all it helps users in attaining good power 
plant performance and condition.  It also simply 
shows its relevance in its field of work.  

To further improve the study, it is recommended to 
develop a mobile application that can run in an 
Android environment since the project developed is 
only a native application for iOS. The 
users/respondents also suggested adding a monthly 
reporting capability to the mobile application. It is 
also recommended to create database within the 
local network. 
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